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ABSTRACT: Background: Novel neurointerventions present innovative therapeutic approaches to a range of treatment-refractory
disorders. We sought to characterize factors that inform and deﬁne translational readiness for ﬁrst-in-human (FIH) neuromodulatory trials.
Methods: We used a two-part methodology involving a scoping review of the biomedical literature on the readiness of FIH trials for both
neurological and non-neurological applications, and semi-structured interviews with stakeholders about decision-making for neuromodulation using magnetic resonance-guided focused ultrasound as a case example. Results: One hundred and thirty factors relevant to FIH
readiness were identiﬁed in the scoping review. Trial design, adequacy of preclinical evidence, and risk were ubiquitous across
biotechnologies. Target organ, target function, and inadequacy of animal models were dominant in the neurointervention literature.
Interview results on the relative importance of these factors reveal divergent values, priorities, and understandings both between patients
and clinicians and between patients affected by different conditions. Conclusion: Readiness of neurotechnology for FIH trials is deﬁned
by a multitude of interacting factors that pertain to clinical and nonclinical priorities, perceptions, and values.
RÉSUMÉ : Niveau de maturité translationnelle en lien avec les premières interventions neuro-modulaires chez l’être humain. Contexte : Les
nouvelles techniques de neuro-intervention présentent des approches thérapeutiques innovantes dans le cas d’une série de troubles neurologiques
réfractaires à un traitement. Nous avons donc cherché à caractériser les facteurs pouvant nous renseigner au sujet du niveau de maturité translationnelle (translational readiness) des premiers essais neuro-modulaires chez l’être humain. Méthodes : Notre méthodologie s’est divisée en deux volets :
d’une part, un examen exploratoire de la littérature biomédicale quant au niveau de maturité des premiers essais chez l’être humain en vue d’applications
neurologiques et non-neurologiques ; d’autre part, des entrevues semi-dirigées avec les parties prenantes du domaine en ce qui a trait au processus de
décision en lien avec la neuro-modulation. À titre d’exemple, nous avons évoqué le traitement par ultrasons focalisés sous guidage IRM (magnetic
resonance-guided focused ultrasound). Résultats : Au total, 130 facteurs se rapportant au niveau de maturité de ces premiers essais chez l’être humain ont
été identiﬁés dans le cadre de notre examen exploratoire. La conception des essais, l’adéquation des preuves cliniques et le risque sont des facteurs du
domaine des biotechnologies qui se sont révélés omniprésents. Cibler des organes, cibler des fonctions et l’inadéquation des modèles animaux se sont
avérés par ailleurs des facteurs dominants dans la littérature portant sur la neuro-intervention. Nos résultats d’entrevues ont aussi mis à jour des valeurs, des
priorités et des compréhensions divergentes à la fois entre les patients et les cliniciens mais aussi entre les patients atteints de diverses affections.
Conclusion : Le niveau de maturité des neuro-technologies en vue de premiers essais chez l’être humain peut se déﬁnir par une multitude de facteurs qui
interagissent et qui se rapportent à des priorités cliniques et non cliniques mais aussi à des perceptions et à des valeurs.
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INTRODUCTION
Ground-breaking technological advancements in the neurological sciences are yielding innovative therapies for previously
intractable disorders of the central nervous system and mental
health conditions. Novel neurosurgical procedures and implants
have been proposed for psychiatric, neurologic, and oncological
conditions, and neuromodulation that intervenes on brain circuitry to stop, start, and interrupt systems at the root of brain
disorders is at the driving edge of this innovation. The transition
from preclinical research to ﬁrst-in-human (FIH) trials, however,
is challenged by a relative absence of information on safety,
efﬁcacy, and risk.1 Unlike pharmaceuticals that have regulatory
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minima for evidence of safety and efﬁcacy required prior to
approval, regulations describing how novel, non-pharmaceutical
interventions should be tested are lacking. This is widely noted in
the literature as a barrier to innovation, and a failure of the
regulatory process, especially in surgical ﬁelds.2–5
Well-established benchmarks of acceptable levels of preclinical data in pharmaceutical development enable translation on that
landscape to proceed ethically.6 Even so, Phase 1 clinical trials
are the riskiest given the inherent lack of pre-existing data
necessary for the ethical justiﬁcation of research with human
subjects.7,8 Furthermore, phase 1 FIH trials are designed to test
for safety and tolerability, not efﬁcacy. For this reason, there can
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be no reasonable expectation of direct beneﬁt to the participant
from trial participation. It is a cornerstone principle of bioethics
that there must be sufﬁcient evidence to expect beneﬁt in the long
term, if not short term. FIH trials are unlikely to beneﬁt individual
participants, and therefore, any signiﬁcant risk to individuals
seems difﬁcult to justify. The justiﬁcation that nothing else is
available may not be adequate in this case. Therefore, the riskbeneﬁt assessment fails to support enrollment in FIH trials.9,10
Much attention has been paid to the ethical and technical
difﬁculties of overcoming this hurdle.9,11,12 Novel surgical innovation, however, presents a unique case for translation. While
novel, untested surgeries of unknown efﬁcacy can be morally
permissible in the context of a best care option for a patient for
whom no other therapeutic approach has been or is likely to be
successful, such cases often fall outside the realm of ethical
research oversight mechanisms, and therefore outside the purview
of standardized protocols and guidance.13 This lack of guidance is
present for many innovative and experimental treatments, but
especially so for novel neuromodulatory interventions that often
include a mixture of novel surgical procedures, medical devices,
and therapeutic agents that span several different clinical domains
all with different oversight and regulatory guidelines. While not
necessarily speciﬁc to the brain – other novel interventions such as
gene transfer can also span clinical designs and domains – many
people perceive the brain to be exceptional because of its central
role in personhood, sense of self, agency, and autonomy.14–16 This
makes the ethical and regulatory concerns all more weighty for
neuromodulatory interventions. Past research has offered recommendations for enhancing regulation surrounding surgical innovation17 and discussed the importance of balancing technological
innovation with the minimization of risks to patients.18
Magnetic resonance-guided focused ultrasound (MRgFUS) is
a novel neuromodulatory intervention that involves concentrating
a large number of ultrasound beams on a small area in the brain as
informed by near real-time neuroimaging of the target. Highfrequency MRgFUS heats up targeted tissue enough to ablate it.
High-frequency MRgFUS has been proposed as a scalpel-free
equivalent to more traditional ablative brain surgeries that require
scalp incisions, holes in the skull, and the transgression of brain
tissue to reach the target. Low-frequency MRgFUS can temporarily open the blood-brain barrier (BBB) by activating injected
microbubbles at a certain frequency. The goal is to allow novel
therapeutics with molecules too big to pass through the BBB to
enter the brain and reach their target. World ﬁrst trials using
MRgFUS are currently being tested for oncological, psychiatric,
and neurodegenerative conditions.19–21
METHODS
We applied a two-part mixed-methods protocol to explore how
FIH biotechnologies can inform FIH trials speciﬁcally for innovation for neurologic and psychiatric conditions. We conducted a
scoping review22 of the literature on FIH neurotechnologies and
biotechnologies broadly, and a set of qualitative semi-structured
interviews with participants and clinicians involved in FIH
MRgFUS trials as a case example.
Scoping Review
We generated a comprehensive database of English-language
peer-reviewed literature for analysis by applying search terms
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(e.g., FIH, neuro*, readiness) in the form of medical subheadings, free-text words, and appropriate truncations pertaining
to the concepts of FIH trials for medical technologies, risk,
readiness, translation, and ethics to PubMed, EMBASE, and
Google Scholar. Terms were customized as necessary for the
different databases to maximize the sensitivity of the search. All
databases were searched from their inception without date or
geographic restrictions, and all studies referencing FIH novel
medical technologies were included, regardless of study design or
methodology. Returns were manually curated for relevance and
duplicates removed using dedicated software. Disciplinary categories emerged from the search and were not deﬁned a priori.
Pharmaceutical studies were excluded.
We used qualitative methods22 to identify main categories and
subcategories of factors relevant to FIH decision-making in the
ﬁnal set of relevant unique papers, generating a factor pedigree for
each. For analysis, we clustered neuro* papers (e.g., neuroscience,
neurotechnology, neurology, and neurosurgery) and non-neuro
papers into two separate groups. A factor – the central unit of
analysis – was coded only once per paper regardless of the extent
of related discussion. Given unequal numbers of papers in each
group, ﬁndings were converted to proportions, with frequency of
factor citation as the numerator and number of papers in that group
as the denominator. We analyzed the data using descriptive
statistics and provide exemplary quotes to deepen the quantitative
ﬁndings where appropriate.
Semi-Structured Interviews
We conducted a single-site case series of interviews with
patients and clinicians involved with FIH MRgFUS trials at a
major Canadian research hospital. Purposive sampling was used
to recruit participants to the study. Interviews were conducted
with patients who opted for a novel MRgFUS neurointervention
over a more established procedure or no treatment, and surgeons,
oncologists, and psychiatrists involved with FIH MRgFUS trials.
Open-ended questions probed perceptions of risk, readiness, and
invasiveness of novel neurointerventions. All interviews were
audio-recorded, transcribed, and made software ready for analysis. We applied qualitative description and direct content analysis
to the data, using an a priori coding scheme informed by the
results of the scoping review,23–26 and others emerging organically from the interviews. Identiﬁcation of major and minor
categories of factors was based on theoretical relationships
between the factors that formed the unit of analysis.
Sample of Interview Questions – Clinicians
• How do you explain the procedure to the patients?
• How do you personally evaluate a surgery for its readiness
for translation?
• What factors do you take into consideration when determining if something is ready for FIH trials?
Sample of Interview Questions – Patients
• What kind of information did you receive about the
different options available to you?
• Of all the different attributes of the intervention, which do
you think was most important to you?
• What about the procedure made you interested in it?
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Figure 1: Frequency of top-tier factors identiﬁed in the literature.

RESULTS
Using the Cohen’s kappa test, we report high intercoder
reliability with a coefﬁcient of 0.83 for the scoping review and
0.85 for the analysis of the interviews.
Scoping Review
A total of 224 individual papers met inclusion criteria. The
non-neuro papers spanned the disciplines of general translational
research (n = 55), genetic engineering (n = 6), nanotechnology
(n = 7), obstetrics (n = 3), stem cells (n = 38), surgery (n = 39),
synthetic biology (n = 4), and tissue engineering (n = 4). One
hundred and twelve (112) were included in the neuro* group.
One hundred and thirty (130) unique factors relevant to the
decision to proceed with a FIH trial were identiﬁed across the
224 papers. These factors fell into 12 dominant thematic categories (Figure 1).
The three overarching categories of factors that dominated the
non-neuro FIH literature were FIH trial design, adequacy of the
preclinical research supporting the intervention, and risk. Each
major factor also had constituent second- to third-tier subfactors
(Figure 2).
FIH Trial Design
The dominant top-tier factor of FIH trial design was discussed
in 86% of the non-neuro literature and 65% of the neuro*
literature. It consisted of 26 subfactors as shown in the factor
pedigree in Figure 2.
The most highly cited subfactor relevant to translation was
choice of study population, mentioned in 50% of non-neuro
papers and 36% of neuro* papers. Several papers argued that
only the sickest patients should be involved in trials because they
have “less to lose” than less affected patients and therefore a more
favorable risk-beneﬁt proﬁle:
Traditionally, the patients approached for participation in
FIH trials are usually those with severe or advanced
disease, for whom there are no good treatment choices
available (either because all standard treatments have
failed or because no good standard treatment exists).27
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By contrast, other papers favored involvement of the healthiest
patients because they are likely to have the fewest complications:
Enrolled phase 1 subjects are generally healthy volunteers,
or if they have some clinical pathology : : : their condition
is relatively stable, so that participation in a short clinical
study does not pose a serious health threat. 28
Fifty percent of non-neuro papers and 30% of neuro* papers
discussed how determinations of readiness for translation into
FIH trials was impacted by whether the goal of the trial was to
simply establish the safety of the intervention, or if it was to
determine the efﬁcacy of the intervention for its intended clinical
purpose. Dosing was described in 32% of non-neuro papers and
26% of neuro papers.
Adequacy of Preclinical Evidence
Discussion of the adequacy of preclinical evidence for determining the readiness for FIH trials in the biotechnology literature
focused on the subfactors animal models (62% of non-neuro
literature; 71% of neuro*), the quality of the preclinical research,
including internal and external validity (41% non-neuro; 40%
neuro*) and scientiﬁc rationale (29% non-neuro; 46% neuro*).
Dresser (2012) writes that adequate preclinical data are:
an ethical and regulatory requirement for FIH nanotrials,
and that
without solid preclinical evidence, reviewers cannot
determine whether the beneﬁts a trial is expected to
produce are sufﬁcient to justify the anticipated risks to
FIH trial participants : : : 11
The factor pedigree for adequacy of preclinical evidence is
shown in the online supplemental material. Discussion about
animal models in the neuro* literature focused on their inability
to mimic changes in mood or cognition in certain neurologic
conditions, that models often mimic only one aspect or symptom
of the condition, and that limited longevity of animals fails to
mimic disease progression for neurodegenerative diseases:
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Figure 2: Factor pedigree for FIH trial design.

[ : : : ] [t]he reasons behind the lack of beneﬁcial effects of
those putative therapies in humans is related to limitations
of the mouse models per se, in particular with respect to
their inability to faithfully recapitulate pathophysiological
features observed in the human disease.29
Risk
Subfactors under the top-tier factor risk fell into three categories: direct physical risks to the patient (e.g., side effects, safety,
and latency of potential negative side effects); indirect risk
(e.g., psychological, ﬁnancial, social risks); and societal risk
(e.g., potential loss of public trust or support for the intervention,
or harm to the environment in the case of genetic research). We
found that the complexity of calculating risk for FIH readiness
was a further consideration within these traditional categories:
[ : : : ] now in life and in all sectors of human activity, ( : : : )
we encounter risk that is in a sense calculable. And when
you are working within a realm that is highly novel like
gene therapy or novel stem cells approaches or nanomedicine, you are dealing with circumstances where it is very
difﬁcult to calculate the risk.30
Ambiguity in novel intervention studies takes multiple
forms : : : translational studies present ambiguous risks
as well as ambiguous gains (with the latter dividing into
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ambiguous social and direct beneﬁts) : : : In translational
trials, ambiguity involves both outcomes as well as probabilities. Translational trials are thus seemingly saturated
in ambiguity.31
This uncertainty also emerged as a top-tier factor, discussed in
44% of non-neuro papers and 29% of neuro* papers:
Early human trials are conducted at the point of highest
uncertainty in clinical development of an intervention.7
Among the top-tier factors, nature of the condition most distinctly
distinguished the neuro* (72%) and non-neuro (59%) literatures –
representing an increase in discussion of 13%. Distinguishing
factors nested under the top-tier factors were scientiﬁc rationale,
target function of the intervention, target organ, use of animal
models, and illness prevalence, which were each discussed over
10% more in the neuro* over non-neuro literature.
Several factors relevant to determining FIH intervention
readiness in non-neuro biotechnologies were absent from the
neuro* literature. Of 143 non-neuro papers, ﬁnancial beneﬁt was
mentioned in both the general and stem cell papers (3% of all
non-neuro literature); religious considerations were mentioned in
the context of stem cells and synthetic biology (3% of non-neuro
literature); clinician willingness to perform novel interventions
was mentioned in the surgical literature (1% of non-neuro
literature), and largely attributed to the potentially negative
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Figure 3: Frequency of top-tier factors in interviews.

impact on performance statistics. The surgical literature also
mentioned legal liability (<1% of non-neuro literature) and
urgency (3% of non-neuro literature). Finally, public fear of the
novel intervention emerged in two instances in the synthetic
biology literature (1% of non-neuro literature) attributed, in part,
to concerns about transhumanism.

time considerations such as duration and latency of effects
(41 references, 12/17 participants), and the frequency of the
intervention (21 references, 12/17 participants). Clinicians and
patients reported different perceptions of MRgFUS invasiveness:
while 100% (5/5) of the clinicians described the procedure as
invasive or minimally invasive, 50% (6/12) of the patients
described the procedure as non-invasive or “not real surgery”:

Semi-Structured Interviews
We conducted 17 interviews: 12 with patients (n = 6 neurodegenerative conditions, n = 6 psychiatric conditions) and 5 with
clinicians (n = 2 surgeons, n = 2 oncologists, n = 1 psychiatrist).
Conditions represented were amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS,
n = 4), Alzheimer’s disease (AD, n = 2), obsessive compulsive
disorder (OCD, n = 3), and major depressive disorder (MDD,
n = 3). Interviews ranged from 10 min to 1:45 hr for a total of
10 hr 51 min of recordings and focused on perceptions of risk,
readiness, and the decision-making process for FIH trials. Venue
and scheduling constraints contributed to the variability of interview lengths. Some interviews were limited in length as they
were conducted between patients’ and clinicians’ busy schedules
at the clinic. In the qualitative analysis, we took this variability
into account by assuring that themes repeated by one person were
only accounted for as single occurrence. The results, therefore,
are cross-cutting and not dominated by any one participant.
Differences in interview lengths were not correlated with type
of participant (i.e., clinician vs patient). The 12 top-tier factors
representing the 130 factors identiﬁed from the literature analysis
formed the basis of an initial codebook that was then reﬁned to
analyze the interviews.
Dominant top-tier factors identiﬁed in the interviews were
nature of the intervention (n = 165 references, 17/17 participants),
nature of the patient (n = 143 references, 17/17 participants),
and nature of the condition (n = 142 references, 17/17 participants)
(Figure 3).
Nature of the Intervention
The factor nature of the intervention included the subfactors
invasiveness of the procedure (49 references, 17/17 participants),
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I like to make sure they realize and appreciate fully that
this is invasive, and this is irreversible damage to the
brain.
Clinician C3, Psychiatrist
[ : : : ] it’s not surgery : : : So it’s not as if you’re being cut
open. I don’t think it’s an invasive procedure.
Patient P5, AD Patient
Nature of the Patient
Under the second most highly cited top-tier factor, nature of
the patient, clinicians discussed how patient comprehension was
a key concern for them in deciding whether or not to move
forward with a trial (56 references, 16/17 participants):
I don’t want patients going through with any illusions
about scalpel-less surgery, that it’s somehow not a surgery. So, I usually hammer that home, fairly hard, to make
sure I’ve got full comprehension.
Clinician C3, Psychiatrist
Although patients reported that they felt adequately informed
by the clinical team prior to the procedure, they also reported
augmenting their understanding of the procedure with independent research. Also under nature of the patient, patients identiﬁed
desperation (13 references, 8/17 participants) and trust in the
physician (11 references, 5/17 participants) as major subfactors
that inﬂuenced their decision-making.
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Nature of the Condition
The third most cited top-tier factor nature of the condition (142
references, 17/17 participants) was dominated by discussions of
severity (51 references; 13/17 participants). Both clinicians and
patients expressed that severity was correlated with their willingness
to participate in a FIH trial and that they would not have considered a
FIH trial if the condition was not currently or foreseeably severe:
: : : I wasn’t [concerned about the risks] and I think the
reason for that is that : : : knowing where this disease is
going to go and it’s going to be inevitable, that I was
prepared to take the risk of something going wrong
because the end result isn’t good anyway.
Patient P5, AD Patient
Thirty-eight references to the availability of alternative
treatments (16/17 participants) highlighted how the lack of other
treatment options further inﬂuenced participation decisions in
trials of unknown efﬁcacy. Twelve of 17 participants discussed
how the ineffectiveness of standard care was also determining
factor (31 references).

with trust, and I think that’s a much weightier component
in the decision-making.
Patient P11, OCD & MDD Patient
The potential to enroll in future trials (18 references, 6/17
patients) was cited as a potential indirect beneﬁt that provided
further motivation to participate in a FIH trial:
If there’s a study then let’s just participate. Even though we
knew that : : : there wasn’t going to be like oh, all of a
sudden he was back to normal. That was never the understanding that that would happen. And that the ﬁrst study was
really to ﬁnd out whether they’re onto something and
whether they were going to go for, you know, a phase two.
Patient P5, AD Patient
Patient interest to be involved in the endeavor emerged as a
motivating factor:
I mean I thought it was something out of Star Trek or Star
Wars. It was just totally fascinating to us.

Emergent Themes
Patient motivation for participating in the FIH trials emerged
as a key difference between patient groups – a major ﬁnding. Six
of six patients with neurodegenerative disorders reported that
they would participate in the trial even if there was no chance of
direct beneﬁt to them, and would do so to help future patients:
Anything that I can do – even if it’s not in time for me – but
anything I can do to advance the science and be part of
that process to get us to the day when this thing is either
curable or manageable, you know, I would like to do my
part if I can.
Patient P6, ALS Patient
By contrast, only one of the patients with a psychiatric condition would consider participating in a FIH trial for altruistic
reasons:
Not for something this invasive : : : If I had thought the
chances were very slim, I wouldn’t have done it.
Patient P10, MDD patient
Three new factors emerged from the interview data that were not
identiﬁed in the literature.
Nature of the clinician (87 references, 14/17 participants),
with subfactors caring clinical team (24 references, 7/17 participants), level of involvement (23 references, 8/17 participants),
and expertise (17 references, 6/17 participants) emerged as a new
top-tier factor:
Two pathways determine the decision of whether to go
ahead or not. One is the more informational knowledge
pathway and the other is much more emotional. In terms of
the informational pathway, I was aware of the literature on
DBS for OCD [but not aware of the literature on MRgFUS
for OCD] : : : But the other, though, the other has to do
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Patient P6, ALS Patient
Finally, participants expressed an interest in more robust
decision support to navigate the translational process for FIH
neuro trials. We noted many references to the beneﬁt of peer
support and the value in speaking with other patients, both those
who have previously undergone the intervention and those who
have not but suffer from the same condition.
DISCUSSION
Through an extensive analysis of the FIH literature, we
identiﬁed 224 journal papers from nine disciplines that revealed
130 key factors relevant to FIH decision-making. Considerations
relating to the adequacy of preclinical evidence and FIH trial
design were shared dominantly between neuro* and non-neuro
literature. Factors identiﬁed as especially relevant to the translation of neurointerventions were scientiﬁc rationale, target organ
and function, use of animal models, and illness prevalence.
Findings from the interviews supplement the literature analysis and emphasize the nature of the intervention, nature of the
patient, and nature of the condition for FIH readiness. They
further reveal different perceptions of invasiveness between
clinicians and patients, and different motivations for participation
in FIH clinical trials among patients with neurodegenerative and
psychiatric conditions.
We anticipated that the neuro* literature would feature more
discussion of moral/ontological factors such as impact on
personhood, sense of self, and impact on autonomy than the
non-neuro literature, but we found instead that neuro* ontological
considerations were matched by moral concerns in non-neuro
literature largely relating to the use of embryonic stem cells, on
the one hand, and to the transformation of human nature on to the
other. However, while moral/ontological considerations were no
more frequently addressed in the neuro* literature than non-neuro
literature, ontological factors (such as impact on personhood/
sense of self and impact on autonomy) were discussed extensively
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in interviews by patients undergoing interventions for psychiatric
conditions.
Differences in the evaluation of the invasiveness of MRgFUS
between patients and clinicians are a key ﬁnding. Despite clinicians’ reported efforts to convey MRgFUS as an invasive
procedure, many patients still described the procedure as noninvasive. Either clinician messaging is failing, patients have
inherently different understandings of the concept of invasiveness, or both. When probed for their own personal deﬁnitions of
invasiveness, two main themes emerged: the physical opening of
the body as a requisite for an intervention to be invasive, and the
irreversibility of an intervention. Close attention to this factor is
essential in the context of informed consent for FIH trials.
The difference in the motivation to participate in clinical trials
reported by patients with neurodegenerative conditions and
patients with psychiatric conditions may be attributed to the
differing goals of the trials. While the aim for MRgFUS for
psychiatric conditions was to mimic the beneﬁt of traditional
psychiatric neurosurgeries without the risks associated with open
surgery, the aim of the neurodegenerative trial was to study the
safety and feasibility of opening the BBB. As such, no direct
beneﬁt in the form of symptom improvement could reasonably be
expected for the neurodegenerative patients.
This consideration could explain another factor that emerged
from the interview data: the possibility that enrollment in a
therapeutic FIH trial may be a motivation for participation.
Researchers should give considered attention to this potential
beneﬁt in their informed consent process and research materials
prepared for prospective participants.
Finally, the nature of the clinician was a top-tier factor that
emerged from the interview data. It was cited in the interviews more
than beneﬁt, adequacy of preclinical evidence, and trial design.
Trustworthiness, expertise, openness, and caring characterized the
features of clinicians and clinical teams that gave patients the
conﬁdence to consider and undergo an untested intervention.
LIMITATIONS
Scoping Review
We used a rich coding strategy to code the papers so that
articles could be coded for multiple categories, subcategories, or
factors relevant to FIH-decision-making, as appropriate. This was
a necessary methodological strategy that has an effect on the
reported numbers.

adult patient populations only; a parallel discussion in pediatric
populations would have unique and complex ethical considerations. In addition, the small sample sizes and the fact that interviews were conducted at only one institution meant that reporting
such information could jeopardize the anonymity of the patients.
Finally, only patients who chose to undergo the novel MRgFUS
over another, more standard therapy or no treatment at all were
enrolled in our study. It would be interesting to see what factors
determined a patient’s nonparticipation. Further work could beneﬁt
from a larger sample that also contains participants who declined
the novel intervention.
CONCLUSION
This work sought to shed light on critical factors in determining the readiness of a novel FIH neuromodulatory intervention
using MRgFUS as a case study. Results indicate different
priorities, values, and understandings between clinicians and
patients, and patients affected by different neurologic conditions.
Such ﬁndings must be addressed in consent strategies for FIH
trials involving people affected by neurologic and other devastating conditions, development of guidance documents for clinicians, and support materials for future patients.
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